We are going to try something new for this years activities. A
mystery quilt! Each month a set of instruction will be given from
January through July. Hope to see everyone’s finished product at
the August meeting.
Barbara Young and Katherine Onstott

Four Star Square Mystery Quilt
a free quilting pattern by Susan Druding

Part One

Size? I hope you'll have some fun with this one - I won't spoil the

mystery - but just so you know a little of what you'll be making: it's
a wall quilt of 40" x 40" approximate finished size. It is suitable as a
project to make larger for a full size quilt (and I'll talk a little about
that at the end of the project).

Technique? It's easy and you'll learn a neat technique that I

know you'll use again and again. If you are new to quilting you will
be able to do this one. If you are an experienced quilter you will
have fun and see a new opportunity here. You can rotary cut all the
pieces easily, no templates are needed.

Fabrics? You could do the whole quilt with only 4, but I love

scrappy quilts so I'll encourage you to use some variety for some of
the fabrics.
Fabric A - lightest and brightest
This fabric should stand out from the
others. A yellow-gold, yellow-mustard
is what I'm using in my sample. But
you could use a bright yellow, lime,
fuchsia - if you use a printed fabric the
bright color should be prominently
Fabric A Example
visible. Fabric A is a good choice for a
scrappy look if you have 3-4-5 fabrics with similar coloration but
different prints.

Fabric B - deepest and darkest
This fabric will be a main background and should be deep toned, it
could be navy, black, purples. A swirled deep-tone batik would be
nice too. Fabric B is also a good choice for scrappy look, if you want
to have a scrap look, use at least 4-5 fabrics for the B section.
Fabric C - A plaid or multi-print
This should be a medium value color fabric. I
recommend a plaid, but a medium size print with
several colors in it would be OK, too. Picking up a bit
of the color from Fabric A isn't a bad idea - but this
fabric must be intermediate in depth of color
between A and C. My choice for my sample is the
middle plaid shown here with the maroon
background and gold and green lines.

Fabric C
plaids or print

Fabric D - a bold stripe
This fabric should be a bold stripe which contrasts
strongly with A, B, C fabrics. The stripe on the right
is my choice for my sample. There needs to be a
clear contrast especially between the plaid C fabric
and the D stripe.

Fabric D - bold stripe

How Much Fabric?

Yardage is given for 42" width fabric, strips are to be cut selvedge
to selvedge. I've allowed a little extra, but if you often make "bad
cuts" you might want to add 1/4 yard to my figures.

Fabric
mixed
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric

A: 3/4 yard light-bright, 1 yd for extra margin (good if
scraps)
B: 3/4 yard deep (good if mixed scraps)
C: 2/3 yard plaid or medium print
D: 2/3 yard bold stripe

How to Cut? (selvedge to selvedge)
Fabric A: cut 1 strip 4.5" wide and 8 strips 2.5" wide
Fabric B: cut 4 strips 4.5" wide and 2 strips 2.5" wide
Fabric C: cut 4 strips 4.5" wide and NO 2.5" strips
Fabric D: cut 4 strips 4.5" wide and NO 2.5" strips

